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Fertilizers traffic at Indian Ports (Qty in Million Tonnes)

PORT NAME

APRIL- JAN - 21

APRIL- JAN - 20

VARIANCE Y - O - Y

ANGRE

0.000

0.022

-0.022

BEDI

0.797

1.193

-0.396

CHENNAI

0.169

0.300

-0.131

COCHIN

0.276

0.238

0.038

DAHEJ

1.244

0.401

0.843

DHAMRA

0.358

0.442

-0.084

DHARAMTAR

0.102

0.000

0.102

GANGAVARAM

0.632

0.951

-0.319

HALDIA

0.474

0.486

-0.011

HAZIRA

1.589

1.603

-0.014

JAIGAD

0.301

0.269

0.032

JNPT

0.001

0.000

0.001

KAKINADA

2.164

3.054

-0.890

KANDLA

2.661

3.546

-0.885

KARAIKAL

0.318

0.435

-0.117

KARWAR

0.034

0.032

0.003

KOLKATA

0.030

0.008

0.022

KRISHNAPATNAM

1.215

1.214

0.001

MANGALORE

0.337

0.754

-0.418

MORMUGAO

0.036

0.108

-0.072

MUMBAI

0.541

0.426

0.115

MUNDRA

3.585

4.449

-0.864

PARADIP

4.472

4.371

0.101

PIPAVAV

1.021

1.710

-0.689

SAGAR ROADS

0.105

0.113

-0.008

SANDHEADS

0.003

0.049

-0.046

SIKKA

0.010

0.000

0.010

TUNA

0.584

0.788

-0.204

TUTICORIN

0.890

1.101

-0.211

VISAKHAPATNAM

2.307

3.028

-0.721

26.255

31.170

-4.915

GRAND TOTAL
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Fertilizers traffic at Indian Ports February - 2022 (Qty in Million Tonnes)

PORT

CARGO

QTY IN MT

SULPHUR

0.11

UREA

0.08

SULPHUR

0.01

COCHIN

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.04

DAHEJ

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.04

UREA

0.04

HALDIA

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.04

KAKINADA

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.01

UREA

0.09

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.09

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.09

SODIUM SULPHATE

0.01

SULPHUR

0.00

UREA

0.05

UREA

0.09

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.03

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.03

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.03

UREA

0.05

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.03

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.04

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.31

UREA

0.22

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.30

SULPHUR

0.11

MONO AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.06

UREA

0.14

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.01

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.02

UREA

0.05

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.04

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.03

SULPHUR

0.03

AMMONIUM NITRATE

0.01

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.08

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.15

SULPHUR

0.03

BEDI
CHENNAI

DHAMRA

KANDLA

KRISHNAPATNAM
MANGALORE

MORMUGAO
MUMBAI
MUNDRA
PARADIP
PIPAVAV
SAGAR ROADS
SANDHEADS
TUNA
TUTICORIN

VISAKHAPATNAM

Grand Total

2.564
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Major Country-wise Fertilizers  Imports (Qty in Million Tonnes) - February 2022
COUNTRIES

CARGO

FEBRUARY - 2022

AUSTRALIA

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.052

CHINA

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.059

EGYPT

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.058

UREA

0.048

FINLAND

UREA

0.051

GEORGIA

UREA

0.032

GERMANY

UREA

0.035

INDONESIA

UREA

0.044

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.049

JORDAN

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.370

KUWAIT

SULPHUR

0.036

UREA

0.023

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.133

UREA

0.043

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.160

MONO AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.057

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.028

UREA

0.041

SULPHUR

0.026

UREA

0.088

SULPHUR

0.086

UREA

0.045

UREA

0.105

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.050

UREA

0.100

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.042

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.044

UREA

0.047

ISRAEL

LIBYA
LITHUANIA
MALAYSIA
MOROCCO
NAURU
NIGERIA
OMAN
QATAR
RUSSIA
SAUDI ARABIA
TOGO
TUNISIA
VIETNAM
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MAJOR  FERTILIZER  IMPORTERS (Qty in Million TONNES) - February 2022

CARGO

FEBRUARY
- 2022

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.059

SULPHUR

0.010

UREA

0.088

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.028

SULPHUR

0.026

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.040

UREA

0.077

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.095

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.055

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.302

SULPHUR

0.076

UREA

0.401

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.102

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.153

UREA

0.091

KRISHAK BHARATI CO OP LTD.

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.060

NATIONAL FERTILIZERS CO. LTD.

DI AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE

0.048

MURIATE OF POTASH

0.028

SULPHUR

0.036

IMPORTERS
CHAMBAL FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS
LTD.
CORAMANDAL
COROMANDAL FERTLIZERS LTD.
GREENSTAR FERTILIZERS PVT. LTD.

GUJARAT NARMADA VELLY FERTILIZER
CO. LTD.
GUJARAT STATE FERTILIZERS CO. LTD.
HINDALCO INDUSTRIES LTD.
INDIAN FARMERS FERTILISER COOP. LTD.

INDIAN POTASH LTD.

PARADIP PHOSPHATES LTD.

RASHTRIYA CHEMICAL AND FERTILIZER
LTD.

0.139

SUBHODAYA CHEMICALS LTD.

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.010

VARIOUS RECEIVERS

ROCK PHOSPHATE

0.038

www.jmbaxi.com
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HIGHLIGHTS
01
India heads for self-sufficiency in urea,
next target may be export

02
The war’s impact on our fertilizer
industry

03
Fertilizer makers weigh options to
source potash from other countries next
fiscal
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04
India is looking for alternatives to
Russian fertilizer

05
Russia suspends fertilizer exports

06
Nuberg EPC wins 1650tpd NPK fertilizer
plant project in India
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With the
government
set to
commission
three nearrevived urea
production
units, the
apparent
target is a
graduation
from reduction
in import
dependency
by 80 per
cent towards
exporting the
surplus as
experts see a
reduction in
consumption
following
introduction
of nano urea
and promotion
of natural
farming.

India heads for self-sufficiency in urea, next
target may be export
The Gorakhpur plant (Uttar Pradesh),

capacity utilisation, there could be

which was commissioned in December

surplus once nano-urea’s adoption

last year by Prime Minister Narendra

increases and campaign on natural

Modi, is likely to start producing full

farming

capacity of 1.27 million tonnes (mt) per

urea will substantially bring down

annum in next couple of months while

current usage of urea in bags. The

the Ramagundam plant (Telangana)

government has also talked about

may be operational to its full capacity

green ammonia which is the next thing

(1.27 mt) around June, depending on

to help reduce urea. As dosage will be

gas supply. Two other plants – one

very low leading to surplus and also

at Sindri (Jharkhand) and another at

helping balanced use of fertiliser, the

Barauni (Bihar) – each having 1.27 mt

government should simultaneously

capacity may also be commissioned

prepare

by June as 94 per cent of the projects

vacated by China,” said Vijay Sardana,

have been completed until January.

an agriculture and food policy expert.

There are two other plants in the

China last year banned export of urea

private sector already commissioned

to meet domestic demand, as a result

– one at Kota (Rajasthan) by Chambal

global prices flared up to record

Fertilisers and Chemicals and another

high. Recently Russia also restricted

at Panagarh (West Bengal) – adding

outbound shipments amid the war in

2.6 mt to the country’s urea capacity.

Ukraine and subsequent sanctions by

“By June-end, we are expecting the

US and European Union,

gains

to

momentum.

capture

the

“Nano

market

production to increase to 31.8 mt as
against 24 mt in 2018-19 whereas the

Bharat Urea

demand is around 33 mt. So, when

Meanwhile, the government has been

two other units will be commissioned,

toying with the idea to roll out one

one at Talcher (Odisha) and another

brand of urea – Bharat Urea – at

at Namrup (Assam), the country will

least for the imported fertiliser if not

achieve self-sufficiency as production

possible for domestically produced

will exceed 34 mt,” said an official.

crop nutrient. Last week, it discussed
with industry representatives the pros

Nano-urea adoption

and cons of such an initiative under

However, some experts have said

a proposed scheme Pradhan Mantri

the country should be prepared to

Bhartiya Jan-Urea Pariyojana, sources

export in future as with 100 percent

said

Source: The Hindu Business Line

www.jmbaxi.com
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The war’s impact on our fertilizer industry

02

Had there
been a free
market
scenario, the
industry would
have come
under serious
strain. But that
is not to be as
fertilisers are
under control

following

household consumption and use in

invasion by Russia has sent shock

transportation. If, this priority goes,

waves

world

dependence on LNG import will go up.

economy. In India, even as the steep

What role do the countries involved

rise in energy import bill will affect

in the conflagration viz. (i) Russia - the

almost all sectors of the economy,

prime aggressor; (ii) Belarus (bordering

the impact on fertilizers will be more

to Russia’s north, it is extending full

pronounced. At the outset, let us

support to the latter and may be

capture a few relevant facts. Despite

branded as the co-aggressor) and (iii)

prognostications

successive

Ukraine, the country under attack,

governments during the last four

play in meeting India’s requirements?

decades or so that India would become

Russia accounts for nearly 23 percent

self-reliant in fertilizer availability

of the world supplies of ammonia and

and putting in place policies aimed

potash each. Together with Belarus

at achieving the goal, even today,

- the other major supplier of potash

the country remains preponderantly

(20 percent), this region supplies 43

dependent on imports for meeting

percent toworld potash pool. Russia

the requirements of its farmers.

alone makes up for 14 percent of

The

crisis

in

Ukraine

through

out

by

the

world urea supplies whereas in DAP,
Three most popular fertilizers used

its contribution is around 10 percent.

by farmers are urea, di-ammonium

In energy, Russia is the world’s second-

phosphate (DAP) and muriate of

largest producer of NG with a share

potash (MOP) being the major source

of 10 percent. In total world export

of ‘nitrogen’, ‘phosphate’ and ‘potash’

of gas, its contribution is even higher

nutrient respectively. Natural gas (NG)

at 25 percent. The EU countries draw

is the raw material (a more apt phrase is

40 percent of their gas supplies from

feedstock/fuel) used for manufacture

Russia. Russia is the third-largest

of urea whereas phosphoric acid and

producer of oil worldwide, accounting

ammonia are the prime raw materials

for over 12 percent of global crude

(RMs) needed for making DAP. In

production.

case of DAP, nearly 50 percent of
India’s requirement is sourced from

Coming to India, whereas in potash

other countries whereas all of MOP

it draws close to 50 percent of its

needed by farmers is imported. All of

requirement from Russia and Belarus,

phosphoric acid and bulk of ammonia

a good slice of ammonia also comes

required is imported. Coming to urea,

from this region. Nearly 60 percent

1/3rd of the requirement is imported.

of Indian DAP demand is met from

Even for the balance 2/3rd produced

China and Saudi Arabia. In case of

domestically, India depends on import

urea, over 1/3rd of import come from

of natural gas (it comes as liquefied

China, bulk of the remaining 2/3rd

natural gas or LNG) to the extent of

coming from countries in the middle-

1/3rd . This is when fertilizer gets

east. With regard to gas, India’s supply

priority in allocation of domestic

sources are fairly diversified including

gas (supplied at ‘low’ administered/

10 percent from Russia. In view of

subsidized

the raging war, there will be huge

price)

next

only

www.jmbaxi.com
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disruption in supplies from the region

What will be the impact on the

due to a deadly cocktail of factors

fertilizer sector in India?

such as (i) economic and financial

Had there been a free market scenario,

sanctions imposed by countries of

the industry would have come under

Europe and the USA, (ii) physical

serious stress and farmers would have

incapacitation in the entire supply

had to pay higher prices. But that is not

chain from mining to production to

to be as fertilizers are under control.

logistics and movement (albeit road)

For decades, the Union government

and (iii) clogging of sea transportation

has run a system of controlling

route even as the Black Sea is now host

their maximum retail price (MRP)

to the warships - primarily Russian.

at a low level unrelated to the cost

The EU and USA may have exempted

production/import and distribution

energy supplies from sanctions for

and reimbursing the difference to the

now (this is ostensibly to secure their

manufacturer/importer

own supplies), other obstructions

from the budget. This mechanism

like the prohibition on Russian banks

shields both the farmers and the

from having access to SWIFT (Society

industry from any cost hike. During

for Worldwide Interbank Financial

2021-22 also, the prices of almost

Telecommunication payment system

all fertilizers and RMs had increased

will ensure that supplies particularly

leaps and bounds. The price of DAP

to other not so privileged countries

more than doubled while, price of urea

remain

supply

and MOP went up almost three times

for

a

each. Then, an overarching factor was

minimum of 3-4 months; this is even

hike increase in energy cost (courtesy,

under a most optimistic scenario

post-pandemic recovery) which forced

of an ‘immediate’ resolution of the

major exporters to increase fertilizer

crisis. Under a realistic scenario, the

prices. The resultant increase in cost

disruption will continue till the end

was reimbursed to manufacturers

of 2022. In case however, the war

by hike in subsidy by providing Rs

zone expands with NATO countries

60,000 crore over and above the

also getting directly entangled,the

budget provision of Rs 80,000 crore.

dastardly consequences will be with

For 2022-23, the Finance Minister,

us for several years, perhaps even

Nirmala

decades. For India, these disruptions

allocation for fertilizer subsidy to Rs

will manifest in the form of both supply

105,000 crore against Rs 140,000

shortages as well as steep increase

crore spent during 2021-22. This was

in the import bill. The maximum

in the hope that the prices would

impact will be felt in potash wherein

decline from the elevated levels of

we draw 50 percent of requirement

current FY. But, in view of theUkraine

from Russia and Belarus (already, a

crisis, these calculations have gone

Belarusian potash miner has declared

haywire. Even as fertilizers prices will

force majeure courtesy, US sanctions).

increase further, the price of imported

Even in areas where our dependence

LNG has already zoomed to US$

on this region is less, India will have

40 per million Btu (up from $20 per

to pay more as with drastic cut in

mBtu during 2021-22). It is very likely

supplies from there, there will be

that the government will increase

global shortages and resultant steep

the allocation to at least Rs 150,000

increase in international prices.

crore or even higher depending on

disrupted.

disruptions

are

The

inevitable

www.jmbaxi.com
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the extent of cost push. Prima facie, a

budget, the Government has to glide

fiscal deficit (FD) target at 6.4 percent

down to 4.5 percent by 2025-26. This

or Rs 16,60,000 crore provides enough

requires reining in subsidies which will

cushion to pay for the inflated subsidy

be possible only when India reduces

bill.However, supply shortages are not

its dependence on import. That is

ruled out if India is unable to procure

where little was achieved in the past

required quantities.

A bigger issue

and there is nothing on the horizon to

is: FD cushion will not be available

instill confidence that things will look

eternally. Even as per the relaxed fiscal

better

trajectory laid down by FM in 2021-22

Source: Daily pioneer

“
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India’s potash
requirement is
totally met by
imports from
Belarus and
Russia India
requires 30
lakh tonnes;
imports meet
all domestic
demand

Fertiliser makers weigh options to source
potash from other countries next fiscal
are

a spike in import price for MoP, which

exploring ways to source Muriate

is currently ruling at $600 per tonne

of Potash (MoP) and di-ammonium

following the shift in procurement

phosphate (DAP) from other countries

from other countries, he said.

Indian

fertiliser

companies

in view of the likely impediments in
getting future shipments from Russia

Referring to phosphatic fertilisers, he

and Belarus in view of the conflict

said currently there is no shortage,

between Moscow and Ukraine. “We

as companies are procuring mainly

are trying to get MoP and DAP from

from Morocco and other countries.

Jordan, Morocco and Canada to meet

But there could be an increase in the

the fertilizer requirement for the

input price for phosphatic fertilizers

next financial year. Currently, there

such as ammonia and phosphoric

is enough stock with companies till

acid which may impact domestic

March and the next requirement

production of phosphatic fertilisers.

is for the period between April

Likewise, sanctions on Russia may

to

Rungta,

hit NPK fertilizer exports to India as

Association

well as the availability of natural gas,

September”,

Chairman,

Kishor

Fertilizer

told

LNG and ammonia, leading to lower

BusinessLine. With a requirement of

availability of fertilizer inputs and

30 lakh tonnes, he said India’s potash

higher costs. The shortage of natural

requirement is totally met by imports

gas is also expected to impact the

from Belarus and Russia. The country

cost of production, he said.

of

India

(Southern

Region)

is also sourcing a small quantity from
Gulf countries. However, fertilizer

Rungta, who is also the Chairman and

manufacturing

anticipate

Managing Director of FACT, said a

hurdles in getting potash on time due

clear picture of sanctions would evolve

to sanctions. Moreover, there could be

over the next few days. But there

firms

www.jmbaxi.com
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could be a price increase and pressure

minimal compared to other fertilizer

on fertiliser availability not only in

manufacturing firms. FACT is right

India but in the whole world, hitting

now focusing on setting up an NPK

the supply of fertilizer and other raw

plant at a cost of Rs 700 crore and the

material inputs. He said the Indian

project work is in progress. Also, we

government is taking all precautions

are stabilising our caprolactam plant

to ensure an adequate availability of

to make the country self-reliant in

fertiliser. Asked about the requirement

this product”

of MoP for FACT, Rungta said “it is very

Source: The Hindu Business Line

“
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Russia, the
world’s largest
exporter of
fertilizers,
accounts for
around 20%
of the global
supplies of
potash.

India is looking for alternatives to Russian
fertilizer
The war with Ukraine has compelled

trade

countries like India, which use potash,

of Economic Complexity. Yet, on

phosphate, and nitrogen-containing

Feb. 28 this year, finance minister

fertilisers, to now look for alternative

Nirmala Sitharaman had expressed

suppliers.

Russia

concern over the impact of the

might even consider a halt to fertiliser

Russia-Ukraine war on India’s trade,

exports following Western sanctions.

“particularly to the farming sector.”

“Losing Russia and their large export

This assumed significance, given the

volumes would be a severe supply-

assembly elections in agriculturally

side shock to the market,” Alexis

dominant states of Punjab and Uttar

Maxwell, an analyst at Bloomberg’s

Pradesh which concluded on March

Green Markets said.

7. Prime minister Narendra Modi’s

Especially

since

data

platform

Observatory

administration would not want to
Demand for fertilizers in India

leave any stone unturned to regain

India imports four types of fertilizers:

lost ground, especially following the

urea,

phosphate

controversial farm laws of 2020. “We

(DAP), muriate of potash (MOP) and

are trying to get DAP and MOP from

nitrogen-phosphorous-potassium

Jordan, Morocco, and Canada to meet

(NPK). It subsidizes potash to make it

the fertiliser requirement for the

more affordable for farmers. Its annual

next financial year,” Kishor Rungta,

budget allocated about 1.05 lakh crore

chairman at Fertiliser Association

rupees ($14 billion) to its fertiliser-

of India (southern region), told the

subsidy programme in February this

BusinessLine newspaper. In a bid

year. With a requirement of 3 million

to insulate farmers against rising

tonnes, India’s potash requirement is

prices, the Indian government is also

totally met by imports from Belarus

preparing to negotiate with Russia

and Russia. In fact, in November

for the long-term supply of fertilisers

2021, Russia’s fertiliser exports to

for the first time in 30 years, Reuters

India jumped by a whopping 469%

reported.

diammonium

to $106 million from over a year
ago, according to the international

What about India’s domestic fertilizer

“
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manufacturing?

of investment in the sector to justify

Experts have, for long, sought a liberal

the scaledown. In 2019, India revived

agriculture policy to promote fertilizer

five fertilizer manufacturing units to

production in India. The lack of a non-

maximize domestic production, but

cohesive policy has compelled several

these plants only focus on the highly-

top fertilizer manufacturers like Tata

subsidized urea. India imports 25% of

Chemicals and Aditya Birla Group

its requirement of urea, 90% in case

to exit or scale down their business.

of phosphates, either as raw material

They have cited factors like a lopsided

or finished fertilizers and 100% of

usage

potash

of

urea,

delayed

subsidy

payments to manufacturers, and a lack

Source: Yahoo

Russia suspends fertilizer exports

“
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Russian
Manturov

on

Minister

Thursday

Denis

said

the

Russian Trade and Industry Ministry
to

“temporarily

halt”

shipments.

administration

It is a sign that sanctions imposed

has decided to suspend exports

after Russia invaded Ukraine might

of

impact other countries. Many major

Vladimir

Russia
produces 50
million tonnes
of fertilizers
annually
accounting for
13 per cent
of the world’s
total output

Industry
Putin

fertilizers.

The

announcement

followed after Russian President Putin

international

warned of “negative consequences”

suspended

of the Western world’s sanctions.

shipments to and from Russia to

“If the West creates problems for

comply with sanctions. The Ministry

Russia, then there will be inevitable

said: “We have recommended Russian

negative consequences for the world

producers temporarily suspend export

market,”

Putin

shipments of Russian fertilizers until

told a meeting of the government.

carriers resume their work and provide

Russia has agreements with friendly

guarantees that Russian fertilizer

countries on fertilizers and Moscow

exports will get fully completed.”

did not want “to have such price rises”

Russia produces 50 million tonnes of

on its food markets. “The situation

fertilizers annually accounting for 13

is getting worse and the price could

per cent of the world’s total output.

rise further. That will make food more

The country is a major exporter of

expensive,” he said. The suspension of

potash, phosphate, and nitrogen-

fertilizers export comes on the heels

containing fertilizers, all of which are

of a recommendation made by the

major crop and soil nutrients

Russian

President

shipping
virtually

Source: Yahoo

companies
all

cargo

“
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06

Nuberg EPC wins 1650tpd NPK fertiliser plant
project in India
The

Fertilisers

Chemicals

by mid 2023. This plant shall be

is

primarily designed to produce NPK

expanding its NPK fertilizer capacity.

20:20:0:13 having a rated capacity of

Nuberg EPC has been selected for

75 TPH in a single stream from Pre-

the construction of the brown field

Neutralizer (PN) technology and DAP

1650 TPD NPK plant at FACT-Cochin

18:46:0 using Pre-Neutralizer and

Division on EPC-LSTK basis, thereby

Pipe Reactor (PN+PR) technology,

enhancing

production

meeting FCO requirements using

capacity to 3,650 TPD of complex

Ammonia, Phosphoric acid, Sulphuric

fertiliser. FACT, a government of India

acid, Urea, filler etc. as required.

Enterprise, is one of the first large

In addition to above two grades,

scale fertilizer companies in India.

“Nuberg EPC” shall be carrying out

The NPK Plant is being built within

the design, detailed engineering of

FACT’s existing manufacturing facility

plant to enable the owner for future

of Cochin Division (CD) at Ambalam

production of different grades of

Edu, Ernakulam district of Kerala

NPKs using ammonia, phosphoric

state. Nuberg EPC shall be executing

acid, sulphuric acid, muriate of potash,

this project based on pre-neutralizer

urea etc. as required for meeting FCO

with pipe reactor (PN+PR) technology

requirement. AK Tyagi, CMD, Nuberg

licensed from INCRO S.A. (Spain). The

Engineering,

plant will be capable of producing

project serves as a prime example

various grades of NPKs as per

of the successful combination of

requirement. The company is taking

Nuberg EPC’s global expertise and

up the project on LSTK basis and the

local knowledge to offer a complete

project is scheduled to be completed

turnkey solution”

Travancore

Shall be
executing
this project
based on preneutralizer with
pipe reactor
(PN+PR)
technology

and

(FACT),

the

total

Kochi,

commented,

Source: Construction Week

“This

“
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Other Reports for February 2022
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Agri Products Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Automotive Logistics Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Cement Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Chemical Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Coal Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Container Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Cruise Shipping Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Edible oil and Extractions Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Fertilizer Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly LNG & LPG Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Mineral and Metal Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Oil and Petroleum Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Port Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Project Cargo Update
J. M. Baxi & Co. Monthly Steel Update

www.jmbaxi.com
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